When it comes to protecting your business, why settle for anything but the best?

With Gemini, keep an eye on your business around the clock
Regardless of the size of your business, Gemini provides comprehensive security, fire & and optional access control.

Napco Gemini offers a comprehensive line of hardwire/wireless security systems ranging from 8 to 255 zones, making it easy to configure one for your needs. We offer a choice of backlit keypads, and a growing family of interior and exterior transmitters and sensors. The Gemini includes an array of innovative products to help ensure your business stays safe by designing a system that can grow with you. We also provide remote security management services. From any smart phone or PC online, you can check in on your premises, see status and even reset system options in real time with iRemote. Likewise, with high-res streaming iSee Video you can look in and control your security cameras and/or review archived time-/date-stamped video stored for you. Plus, you can get alarms, open, close reports and other system alerts in the palm of your hand too. For all inclusive remote service control, including security, lighting, video and HVAC via Z-Wave technology, ask your Security Professional about iBridge.

Security takes top priority. Business relies on the integrated protection of your premises, people & assets.

Your security system has to be reliable, scalable, and cost-effective, now and for the future. The simple solution: Napco Gemini Commercial.

Full line of smart motion sensors mean business

Your security professional will recommend motion sensors for your network of protective devices. Advanced NAPCO sensors are available for every application including models with animal immunity, passive infrared or dual technology detection or room temp alert features, just to name a few. Our unique room-temp alert PIR Sensors do double-duty protecting you from intruders and from high and low temperature extremes. This is particularly helpful so you can know if your heating system has malfunctioned, before the pipes burst, or, in businesses with spoilable inventory, temperature alert can detect if your freezers are failing. Rest assured, NAPCO Dual Technology Sensors can handle even the toughest environments, worry-free actually adjusting themselves to your premises’ conditions minute-by-minute, so there’s no alarm, without cause.
Let us design the most effective and efficient security system for your business

Whether you need a an alarm system, intrusion and fire system or one with integrated access control and/or video surveillance, Gemini Commercial by Napco is the right choice. Our advanced systems provide flexibility and control, including event logging or system partitioning, allowing you to separately manage different departments, areas, or offices individually, according to their own unique schedule. And all these systems are simply controlled with any of the Gemini keypads with custom alphanumeric, symbol or digital displays. With so many advanced features, easy intuitive operation and customizability, the answer is simple, make Gemini a part of your security team!

Access Control can be added to your system using ID card credentials and/or biometric indoor/outdoor keypads and more.
Monitoring & emergency response 24/7

Put the ultimate in reliable security at your fingertips with NAPCO Gemini Commercial, all backed by our knowledgeable alarm monitoring team, on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

- Intrusion
- Fire
- Access Control
- Video

More options:

- Ambush/duress user codes
- System partitioning
- Full and selective open/close reporting
- Global auto-arm
- Custom report generation
- Event scheduling & event log - know who entered, where & when

Remote System Management:

- iRemote 100% Security
  System control on iPhone, iPad, Blackberry or Droid (Free Apps.)
- iSee Video
  Remote Video Surveillance & cloud-based archiving & iBridge
  Integrated Remote Services (Security, Lighting, Video, HVAC)
  . . . All accessed anywhere online or via any smartphone.
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